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Background: The application of stimulators implanted directly over deep brain structures (i.e., deep brain
stimulation, DBS) was developed in the late 1980s and has since become a mainstream option to treat
several neurological conditions. Conventional DBS involves the continuous stimulation of the target
structure, which is an approach that cannot adapt to patients’ changing symptoms or functional status in
real-time. At the beginning of 2000, a more sophisticated form of stimulation was conceived to overcome
these limitations. Adaptive deep brain stimulation (aDBS) employs on-demand, contingency-based
stimulation to stimulate only when needed. So far, aDBS has been tested in several pathological con-
ditions in animal and human models.
Objective: To review the current findings obtained from application of aDBS to animal and human
models that highlights effects on motor, cognitive and psychiatric behaviors.
Findings: while aDBS has shown promising results in the treatment of Parkinson's disease and essential
tremor, the possibility of its use in less common DBS indications, such as cognitive and psychiatric
disorders (Alzheimer's disease, obsessive-compulsive disorder, post-traumatic stress disorder) is still
challenging.
Conclusions: While aDBS seems to be effective to treat movement disorders (Parkinson's disease and
essential tremor), its role in cognitive and psychiatric disorders is to be determined, although neuro-
physiological assumptions are promising.
© 2021 Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://

creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. Introduction

Deep brain stimulation (DBS) is an important form of neuro-
modulation that involves the electrical stimulation of specific brain
structures to modulate dysregulated neural circuitry. Over the last
three decades, DBS has become a mainstream surgical procedure
for the treatment of movement disorders such as Parkinson's dis-
ease and essential tremor [1,2]. Increasingly, DBS is being applied to
a range of motor, mood, or cognitive circuit disorders [3]. DBS
systems are programmed to deliver the ideal amount of energy to
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the brain to achieve symptom relief. Currently, conventional DBS
(cDBS) settings employ constant, uninterrupted stimulation that is
independent of functional status and need. Associated disadvan-
tages of chronic stimulation include stimulation-induced adverse
effects and increased battery consumption. For example, the con-
stant stimulation of the subthalamic nucleus (STN) in Parkinson's
disease (PD) has been associated with speech impairments and
increased risk of falls [4e6]. At least, in theory, stimulation should
be delivered only when needed. This on-demand or contingency-
based stimulation would be active intermittently (in an “adaptive
mode”) to optimize current delivery and improve therapeutic
outcomes while reducing adverse effects. Comparable to cardiac
pacemakers, adaptive DBS (aDBS) relies on feedback variables (e.g.,
brain signals) that correlate to a patient's clinical state to determine
the amount of stimulation that is to be delivered at a certain point
in time. Historically, aDBS was driven by cDBS adoption and started
being implemented and tested in movement disorders, particularly
PD and Essential Tremor (ET), that represent the indications with
higher level of application and knowledge, whereas cognitive and
psychiatric disorders, despite being promising, still remain a future
challenge (Fig. 1). In addition, aDBS is applicable also to non-
conventional stimulation approaches (Fig. 1) most of which were
conceived and simulated as intrinsically closed loop, even though
not tested yet in patients. Here we will review current preclinical
and clinical data on aDBS in movement disorders, and, in order to
provide a full perspective on aDBS, we will provide insights on the
hypotheses grounding its adoption in cognitive and psychiatric
disorders.

2. aDBS technology

Considering the current DBS clinical practice, the concept of
aDBS is based on a closed-loop model in which the feedback vari-
able, representing the clinical state of the patient, is measured and
processed to automatically optimize the stimulation parameters to
treat the current condition and symptoms [7]. This closed-loop
model of aDBS is based on three conceptual modules, that are
usually implemented in three different technological components:
(1) a sensing module that measures the feedback variable, (2) a
Fig. 1. Graphical representation of current DBS stimulation protocols and applications. DBS ¼
deep brain stimulation; OCD ¼ obsessive-compulsive disorder.
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control module that processes the feedback variable to extract
biomarkers and updates stimulation parameters using specific
control algorithms, and (3) a stimulation module that delivers
stimulation to the brain.

The sensing module, being mostly represented by the hardware
necessary to measure the chosen feedback signal, depends on the
timing required for sensing. If the patient requires continuous
stimulation, sensing must also be performed when stimulation is
ON, but this requires artifact rejection strategies [8e10]. Artifact
rejection can be done either via hardware [9] or software [10].
Conversely, if the patient does not need continuous stimulation, as
in epilepsy or tic control for Tourette syndrome, there is no need to
record while stimulation is ON, and, therefore, the sensing block
does not need any artifact rejection technology. The sensing mod-
ule captures the feedback variable (i.e., a reliable signal that can be
used to control stimulation). To date, the two neurosignals that
have been tested the most are local field potentials (LFPs) recorded
directly from the implanted DBS electrodes in the target, and
electrocorticography (ECoG) signals recorded from cortical strips
implanted in the cortex. Both types of neurosignals have the
advantage of being captured through implanted sensors and have
both been shown to correlate to patients’ motor state in different
pathologies (e.g., PD, dystonia, Tourette syndrome) [7,11e13]. Other
possible feedback variables include neurochemicals (e.g. dopamine
fluctuations) [14], surface electromyographic signals [15] or re-
cordings from wearable accelerometers [16].

The control module includes two functional building blocks, one
dedicated to biomarker extraction from the feedback signal, and
one dedicated to the calculation of the stimulation parameters.
Biomarker extraction consists of signal processing algorithms and
data analysis, including for example filtering, pattern detection, and
so on. After biomarker extraction, the control can be implemented
according to three distinguishable major strategies: (1) ON/OFF
responsive mode, (2) state machine, and (3) adaptive mode. In ON/
OFF mode, the control block switches the stimulation from OFF to
ON according to the patient's need as estimated from the calculated
biomarker (“on-demand” stimulation [17e21]). State machine
means the control block has several possible “states” or configu-
rations (e.g., the patient is moving, sleeping, has dyskinesias, etc.),
deep brain stimulation; cDBS ¼ conventional deep brain stimulation; aDBS ¼ adaptive
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inwhich the optimal “state” is selected by a classification algorithm
based on the calculated biomarker [22]. Lastly, the adaptive mode
means the control module continuously follows the dynamic of the
biomarker and determines the stimulation parameters accordingly.
This approach requires a closed-loop algorithm that correlates the
biomarker of the patient's state and the stimulation output
[23e25].

The stimulation module is already commonplace as it is
embedded in most cDBS implanted pulse generators (IPGs). In
principle, all possible stimulation parameters can be adapted,
including amplitude, frequency, and pulse width. However, possi-
bilities of the stimulation block may be limited in practice by
software or hardware constraints (e.g., IPGs are unable to stimulate
at pulse widths of <10 ms). In aDBS applications, the stimulus
waveform can be either the classical biphasic, charge balanced,
asymmetric waveform [22,24,26e28], or it can be more complex.
For instance, different theoretical stimulation patterns - e.g., single
desynchronizing pulse administered with a specific phase [29], pair
of pulses, the first aimed to synchronize and reset and the second
aimed to desynchronize [30], multi-site coordinated high-
frequency pulse trains delivered in different sites at different
times (coordinated reset stimulation, CRS [31e35]), linear or
nonlinear delayed feedback [29,36,37] e were all originally
modelled to be administered when LFP signals, as representative of
the degree of synchronicity of a neuronal population, and can be
also applied using an on-demand ON/OFF approach [29].

aDBS technology was initially exploited in external devices
[23,27] that allowed to test the concept in preclinical and clinical
studies especially in movement disorders (see Section 3). The only
available implantable device implementing aDBS is the RNS Neu-
ropace used in epilepsy [18], and tested in Tourette Syndrome [21],
both not requiring artifact rejection. To date, there are two com-
mercial devices (CE-marked) providing LFP sensing during stimu-
lation, but their application as aDBS devices still requires clinical
investigation.

3. Available data in movement disorders

3.1. Models and studies in animals

The first in-vivo experiment [38] on aDBS technology (“adap-
tive” mode) was conducted by comparing its effects with cDBS in a
primate 1-methyl-4-phenyl-1,2,3,6-tetrahydropyridine model
(MPTP model) of PD. Closed-loop stimulation was delivered to the
globus pallidus internus (GPi) and was driven by neuronal activity
in the primary motor cortex (M1) or GPi itself. In this experiment,
aDBS was more clinically effective, resulting in the improvement of
akinesia by about one third compared to conventional open-loop
stimulation. From a neurophysiological viewpoint, aDBS reduced
abnormal cortico-basal ganglia discharge rates and modulated the
oscillatory activity of pallidal neurons, considerably more than
cDBS (see Table 1).

In 2017, the clinical results from LFP beta-based, ON-OFF system
aDBS were compared with conventional and sham DBS in the STN
of MPTP monkeys [39]. With regards to sham stimulation, both
aDBS and cDBS significantly reduced rigidity scores; however, no
difference in effect was observed between the two active stimula-
tion paradigms. This suggests that adaptive systems may not ach-
ieve superior improvement in motor control over conventional
DBS, a finding similarly observed in humans (see Table 1).

3.2. Studies and clinical effects in patients

Several papers report the clinical application of aDBS on human
subjects with movement disorders such as PD and ET. For this
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review on the clinical data in humans, we only included studies
reporting quantitative clinical outcomes and followed an historical
perspective (see Table 1).

The first report on aDBS guided by external feedback variables
for ET considers four patients with bilateral aDBS of the thalamic
nucleus ventralis intermedius (Vim) and nucleus ventralis oralis
posterior (Vop) [15]. Stimulation was controlled in ON/OFF
responsive mode by electromyography (EMG) activity recorded
from the deltoid muscle. The authors reported that aDBS signifi-
cantly reduced intention tremor. Despite the absence of a control
condition (i.e., cDBS), this report highlights the possible importance
of EMG-controlled on-demand approaches in ET. However, the
feasibility of EMG-controlled aDBS in the clinical practice remains
to be demonstrated.

A similar approach was repeated then with five tremor-
dominant PD patients [16]. An aDBS system that was controlled
in “adaptive” mode by the power of resting tremor, as measured
using a wearable watch, was used. Results showed that tremor was
suppressed by up to one third during aDBS, but whether these ef-
fects on tremor were superior to cDBS was not established.

In PD, the first report of LFP-based aDBS in humans was pub-
lished in 2013 [27]. The authors compared the effects of DBS (ON/
OFF mode) driven by unilateral beta LFP activity and cDBS of the
STN in a group of eight patients with advanced PD. Although both
DBS and cDBS improved UPDRS (subscore items 20, 22, 23), the
benefit of aDBS was significantly higher by 20e30 %. Though this
study was the first to report the benefit of on-demand approaches
over cDBS, it was limited by a short observation period (10 min of
stimulation). Moreover, a full evaluation of the motor effects on
activities of daily living was not feasible since subjects were
restrained by the experimental setup near the brain-computer
interface.

Some of these limitations were addressed when a STN-
implanted freely moving PD patient was stimulated using a
portable aDBS device controlled by LFP beta power [25]. In this case
the continuous “adaptive” mode was used. A 2-h stimulation
paradigm showed that the clinical effect of aDBS was superior to
that of cDBS in reducing levodopa-induced dyskinesia by almost
50 %. Despite the limitations of a single-case report, this study
corroborated and expanded upon the findings from Little et al. [27]
by reporting the feasibility and efficacy of adaptive DBS (compared
to cDBS) for a longer assessment period (2 h) and in a freely moving
patient.

Two subsequent studies [28,40] tested the use of bilateral on-
demand ON/OFF aDBS in PD patients. The first [40] demonstrated
that aDBS was significantly better than cDBS in terms of motor
symptom improvement and speech intelligibility (more than 10 %).
In the second [28], the authors studied the effects of bilateral aDBS
and its interaction with levodopa in four patients in a more real-
world environment to assess gait and PD-related axial symptoms.
Their findings, obtained with bilateral STN aDBS, were consistent
with their previous reports [40] describing only unilateral STN
stimulation.

Aiming to estimate the clinical feasibility, tolerability, and side-
effects of aDBS and its possible use in day-to-day life by patients,
two studies assessed the effect of aDBS, controlled by the contin-
uously “adaptive” mode, in an real-world setting and for longer
periods of time [24,26]. Rosa et al. [24] studied the interaction
between unilateral STN aDBS controlled by LFP beta oscillatory
activity and levodopa treatment in ten freely moving PD patients
for 2 h, while Arlotti et al. [26] studied eleven patients for 8 h. In the
former study, adaptive and conventional DBS provided a similar
therapeutic effect on motor scores, but aDBS better controlled
levodopa-induced dyskinesia with a significantly lower (more than
70 % less) amount of energy delivered to the tissue. In the second



Table 1
aDBS studies in movement disorders.

Study Sample size
(N)

Adaptive
strategy

Device Type of sensing Improvement in UPDRS e motor section Other findings

Animal studies
Rosin et al., 2011

[38]
2 monkeys
(MPTP
model of
PD)

continuous
adaptive
strategy

IPG action potential
recorded either
from the GPi or M1

aDBS induced significant improvement
compared to no stimulation, but one
third greater improvement compared to
cDBS (although not significant)

.

Johnson et al., 2017
[39]

1 monkey
(MPTP
model of
PD)

threshold
ON-OFF
system

IPG STN LFPs - b band
power

aDBS and cDBS had similar results in
reducing rigidity;
cDBS induced significant improvement
in total movement time in reaching task
compared to no stimulation

aDBS did not elicit serious side effects;
average power saving was significantly
less in aDBS than cDBS

Clinical studies
Yamamoto et al.,

2013 [15]
4 patients
with
bilateral ET

on-demand
control
system
(threshold
ON-OFF)

IPG EMG e tremor
frequency power
(3 Hz)

. aDBS significantly reduced ETRS items 5
and 6 to 0 (3.75 ± 0.46 in no stimulation)
and ETRS items 11 and 14 to 1.5 ± 0.53
(11.75 ± 0.45 in no stimulation)

Little et al., 2013
[27]

8 PD
patients
with motor
fluctuations/
dyskinesias

ON/OFF
strategy

IPG STN LFPs - b band
power

aDBS induced a reduction of 66.2 %
(unblinded assessment) and 49.7 %
(blinded assessment);
Improvement in aDBS condition
compared to cDBS was 28.7 ± 10.6 %
(p ¼ 0.03) for unblinded assessment,
27 ± 7.8 % (p ¼ 0.005) for blinded
assessment

Mean total electrical energy delivered by
aDBS was significantly less than cDBS

Rosa et al., 2015
[25]

1 PD patient continuous
adaptive
strategy

IPG STN LFPs - b band
power

Assessment at 120 min showed that
improvements in axial symptoms were
similar in aDBS and cDBS conditions, but
dyskinesias during gait were reduced
more during aDBS than during cDBS;
aDBS induced more improvement in
bradykinesia than DBS (p < 0.05)

.

Malekmohammadi
et al., 2016 [16]

5 PD
patients

On-
demand
aDBS (ON/
OFF
strategy)

IPG wearable watch -
tremor frequency
power (4e8 Hz)

. Tremor in aDBS condition was lower
than baseline (�36.6 %; p ¼ 0.014).
aDBS voltage was two-thirds lower than
the one used in clinical cDBS and
delivered by half the time.

Little, Tripoliti,
et al., 2016 [40]

8 PD patient threshold
ON-OFF
system

IPG STN LFPs - b band
power

Mean score in aDBS condition
(19.7 ± 1.0) improved more compared to
the one in cDBS condition (31.6 ± 4.3)
(p ¼ 0.04)

Stimulation in the aDBS condition was
delivered almost half of the time. Speech
intelligibility with aDBSwas significantly
higher (70.4 ± 6.4 %) than with cDBS
(60.5 ± 8.2 %).

Little, Beudel, et al.,
2016 [28]

4 PD patient threshold
ON-OFF
system

IPG STN LFPs - b band
power

aDBS led to an average improvement of
43 % (p ¼ 0.04);
In aDBS condition, limb bradykinesia
reduced by 37 ± 10 % and axial
symptoms by 39 ± 5 %

Tremor, speech, facial expression and
freezing items improved by 55 ± 12 % in
aDBS condition.
Mean total electrical energy delivered by
aDBS (223 ± 31 mW) was less than cDBS
would have delivered (491 ± 44 mW)

Rosa et al., 2017
[24]

10 PD
patient

continuous
adaptive
strategy

external
wearable
prototype

STN LFPs - b band
power

Levodopa þ stimulation condition
induced similar improvement regardless
of the type of DBS (�46.1 ± 10.5 % with
aDBS; �40.1 ± 17.5 % with cDBS)

Average power saving of 73.6 % ± 22.9 %
in aDBS compared with cDBS;
In levodopa þ stimulation condition,
aDBS (11.7 ± 67) was more effective on
dyskinesias than cDBS (15 ± 8.7)
(p ¼ 0.02);
No serious side effects were detected

Arlotti et al., 2018
[26]

11 PD
patient

continuous
adaptive
strategy

Implanted
electrodes

STN LFPs - b band
power

aDBS/OFF levodopa condition led to
significant improvement by almost 30 %
(22.2 ± 3.3 vs 30.5 ± 3.4; p ¼ 0.003).
Cumulative effect of aDBS and levodopa
provided a 45 % improvement,
comparable to that elicited by levodopa
alone (15.5 ± 2.3 vs 30.5 ± 3.4; p ¼ 0.4).

No serious side effects were detected
levodopa þ aDBS condition did not elicit
dyskinesias

Swann et al., 2018
[22]

2 PD patient BCI-
controlled
aDBS (state
machine
strategy)

IPG ECoG - cortical
narrowband gamma
(60e90 Hz) oscillation

. video-recorded clinical ratings
suggested no motor improvements

Velisar et al., 2019
[41]

13 PD
patient

threshold
ON-OFF
system

IPG þ external
portable
computing
device.

STN LFPs - b band
power

68 % mean improvement from NclDBS
alone (off medication) after six months.
NclDBS improved bradykinesia and
tremor (Vrms: p < 0.003; average cycle
frequency: p < 0.001);

Neural closed-loop DBS was safe and
tolerated

(continued on next page)
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Table 1 (continued )

Study Sample size
(N)

Adaptive
strategy

Device Type of sensing Improvement in UPDRS e motor section Other findings

Tremor was below 0.15 rad/s (threshold
visually observed) for 95.4 % of the trial

Arlotti et al., 2019
[42]

1 PD patient continuous
adaptive
strategy

IPG STN LFPs - b band
power

stable improvement ranging between
30 % and 37 % throughout the study

No adverse events

Opri et al., 2020
[43]

3 ET
patients

On-
demand
aDBS (ON/
OFF
strategy)

IPG LFOs recorded from
M1 hand motor
region and VIM
(contralateral to the
most affected hand)

Total body TRS score improved by
33.8 % ± 17.8 % (cDBS vs DBS OFF) and
32.7 % ± 12.7 % (aDBS vs DBS OFF). No
difference, but equivalence in clinical
efficacy between cDBS and aDBS.
Tremor amplitude percent decrease of
42.8 % ± 23.6 % (cDBS vs DBS OFF) and
44.4 % ± 16.3 % (aDBS vs DBS OFF). No
difference in tremor amplitude between
cDBS and aDBS.

aDBS energy expenditure was more than
50 % less than cDBS

MPTP ¼ 1-methyl-4-phenyl-1,2,3,6-tetrahydropyridine; PD ¼ Parkinson's disease; IPG ¼ implanted impulse generator; GPi ¼ globus pallidus internus; M1 ¼ primary motor
cortex; STN ¼ subthalamic nucleus; LFPs ¼ local field potentials; cDBS ¼ continuous deep brain stimulation; mUPDRS ¼ Modified Unified Parkinson's Disease Rating Scale;
ET ¼ essential tremor; EMG ¼ electromyography; ETRS ¼ Essential Tremor Rating Scale; BCI ¼ brain computer interface; aDBS ¼ adaptive deep brain stimulation;
ECoG ¼ electrocorticography; Vrms ¼ root-mean-square voltage; NclDBS ¼ neural closed-loop deep brain stimulation; LFOs ¼ low-frequency oscillations; VIM ¼ ventralis
intermediate nucleus; TRS ¼ Fahn-Tolosa-Marin Tremor Rating Scale.
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study, patients were studied for 8 h over two consecutive days, one
with only LFP sensing and levodopa administration, and the other
one with aDBS and routine levodopa administration, with the pa-
tients performing their daily activities in the hospital. Most striking
was the direct evidence that throughout the 8-h experimental
session, the beta band power significantly correlated with the
clinical condition of the patient. Further, aDBS was safe and well-
tolerated during normal daily activities and in conjunction with
dopaminergic medication. These results represent Class IV evi-
dence of safety, tolerability, and effectiveness of aDBS in controlling
advanced PD motor symptoms, which paves the way for clinical-
oriented aDBS devices.

In PD patients, the approach of aDBS controlled by EcoG was
reported as well [22]. DBS amplitude was controlled using a “state”
approach. The results aligned with many of the previous findings
with STN LFP-based aDBS; they showed that aDBS used less total
energy than cDBS, and aDBS and cDBS elicited similar motor im-
provements. Despite the important limitations arising from a single
patient study and the need to implant an additional sensing elec-
trode in the skull (with the related surgical risks), thework suggests
the feasibility of an electrocorticographic-controlled aDBS
algorithm.

Other two studies have examined the effects of chronic stimu-
lation with LFP-based aDBS [41,42], with both the systems under
continuous control in “adaptive mode”. In the first study [41], the
authors tested the effect of bilateral STN aDBS in 13 freely moving
PD patients after an average of 22 months of aDBS. Although the
individual clinical data during aDBS are not clearly reported, the
authors concluded that aDBS was more energy-efficient than cDBS,
using only 55 % of energy, supporting the findings of previous
studies. Similarly, the other experiment [42] reported STN-LFP re-
cordings during aDBS in chronically implanted akinetic-rigid PD
patients over two days with the patient free to perform activities of
daily living. The feasibility of the approach as well as the possibility
to detect specific LFP-based biomarkers for sleep was demon-
strated. Lately, Opri et al. [43] demonstrates the feasibility of a fully
embedded closed-loop system for 3 ET patients both in-clinic and
at-home environments. cDBS and aDBS in on-demand mode (ON/
OFF strategy), compared with OFF-DBS, resulted in an improve-
ment of about one third in tremor suppression during movements,
as suggested by clinical score (Fahn-Tolosa-Marin Tremor Rating
Scale) and quantitative assessment (accelerometer). Moreover,
aDBS energy expenditure was 57.98 % ± 14.12 % (during the clinic
1242
testing), and 50.15 % ± 11.47 % (while at home) less than cDBS. In
this study, Vim contralateral to the most affected hand was stim-
ulated, with electrodes driven by low-frequency oscillations (LFOs)
of M1 hand motor region ipsilateral to Vim.

Taken together, these results suggest that aDBS could be effec-
tive in treating motor symptoms of ET and PD, with considerable
saving of energy delivery compared to cDBS. Still, confirmations are
needed, and technical issues might undermine a more general
application.
3.3. Open issues and current limitations

Despite the encouraging results, aDBS for movement disorders
is still not a reality. In fact, there are no commercial devices able to
deliver chronic neurosignal-based aDBS. Apart from external de-
vices (commercial or custom-based) only the Medtronic Activa
PCþ S allowed implementing an external or embedded closed loop
DBS for research purposes. There are now available two IPGs that
received CE-mark to deliver DBS with sensing capabilities (Med-
tronic Percept and Newronika AlphaDBSipg), but they cannot un-
lock aDBS modes, except for the use in clinical trials.

Apart from this technological drawback that will be likely solved
in the near future, the aDBS concept is not yet robust enough. In
fact, the traditional STN-LFP beta band used to drive the adaptive
stimulation [44,45] presents some limitations [46,47]: it might be
inconsistent among patients [47,48], especially considering
different phenotypes [49], and may not represent sufficiently well
the clinical scores [50,51]. In addition, when different symptoms
occur, the interactions between different brain rhythms have to be
considered [46,51]. Therefore, it has been suggested that LFP power
alone might not provide a biomarker for aDBS [39]. More recently
some other oscillations (e.g., low frequencies - 2e7 Hz, or high
gamma band - 70e90 Hz) have been proposed as promising
alternative feedback control biomarker [22,52e54]. Several find-
ings also suggested that local oscillations might be too reductive in
representing the highly complex scenario of cortical-subcortical
circuits in PD, to the detriment of the patients’ clinical situation
[55e57]. The use of beta bursts, for instance, capturing their length
and amplitude may better represent bradykinesia and rigidity [58].
Another approach, i.e., considering the network dynamics as
feedback so that DBS could help normalizing the network activity
or suppressing impaired circuit, have been proposed [59], but still
no conclusive results have been reached.
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In summary, despite the first clinical steps have been taken,
there are some aspects to be faced to move to aDBS as established
treatment for movement disorders. Future technological strategies
need to focus on overcoming such technical issues (and better
characterize clinical status).

4. Perspective on cognitive and psychiatric disorders

Cognitive and psychiatric disorders are increasingly addressed
using neuromodulation and DBS. To date, trials have employed
continuous stimulation in the samemanner that DBS has been used
for traditional indications (PD an ET) [60,61]. However, the use of
continuous stimulation does not account for the episodic nature of
some neuropsychiatric disorders, nor does it account for the com-
plex physiological processes that underlie cognitive functions such
as memory. The immediacy of aDBS strategy could fit well in these
contexts, and several preliminary findings support, at least theo-
retically, its feasibility. Thematurity of aDBS inmovement disorders
is consequent to the large adoption of cDBS that allowed both to
study the neurophysiology underlying the disease and to hypoth-
esize preliminary biomarkers. Indeed, although no human clinical
data is currently available, neurophysiological studies suggest a
great potentiality for aDBS in cognitive and psychiatric disorders.

4.1. Cognitive disorders

The advantages of DBS over lesioning and pharmacotherapy are
that its effects are often instantaneous, titratable, and reversible.
These advantages mean that DBS can be applied with temporal
specificity. This is particularly pertinent as many cognitive pro-
cesses, such as memory, are dynamic and multi-phasic. As a result,
stimulation may have variable effects depending on when it is
employed in the context of a cognitive process. Within the cogni-
tive domain, the modulation of memory is of particular interest and
clinical relevance. Mnestic function can be broadly divided into
three sub-processes, which could present distinct targets for
modulation: encoding, consolidation, and retrieval [62].

Hippocampal sharp-wave ripples (SPW-Rs) are neuro-
oscillatory phenomena that are implicated in the consolidation
stage of memory. Disruption of SPW-Rs has been shown to impair
consolidation and memory performance [63], while the prolonga-
tion of SPW-Rs improved memory in rats during maze learning
[64]. Crucially, SPW-Rs prolongation or disruption is contingent on
where stimulation is applied in the ripple waveform (i.e., when
stimulation is applied). Similarly, the need for precisely timed
stimulation in order to enhance performance in encoding and
retrieval preferentially was demonstrated [65]; stimulation in the
mouse hippocampus at the peak of theta oscillations enhanced
performance during encoding, while stimulation at the trough of
theta oscillations enhanced retrieval performance [65]. The site of
stimulation within the hippocampal theta waveform is also
important in contributing to neuronal plasticity [65]. Moreover,
stimulation in the CA1 region at the peak of theta oscillations
preferentially induced long-term potentiation (LTP) e a persistent
increase in synaptic strength e whereas stimulation at the trough
of theta induced long-term depression (LTD, i.e., a persistent
decrease in synaptic strength) [66].

In 2017, different brain states that were more (high encoding
efficiency) or less (low encoding efficiency) amenable to memory
encoding were identified [67]. Epilepsy patients who received
stimulation in states of low encoding efficiency demonstrated
relatively improved encoding, while encoding was impaired when
stimulationwas delivered during states of high encoding efficiency.
These findings were further employed in the development of a
closed-loop system, which stimulated the lateral temporal cortex
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when states of low encoding efficiency were detected [68]. Stim-
ulation in this manner was associated with an increase in neural
correlates of memory enhancement, along with improved perfor-
mance in a free recall task. Taken together, these findings highlight
the importance of well-timed stimulation in the modulation of
cognitive processes.

4.2. Psychiatric disorders

For neuropsychiatric diseases in which symptoms occur as
discrete episodes e such as tics in Tourette syndrome, ruminations
or rituals in obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD), and ‘reliving’
episodes in post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) e DBS could be
employed sporadically as an abortive therapy, rather than chroni-
cally. In such diseases, DBS could be configured so that the system
would only stimulate at, or immediately before the onset of
symptomatic episodes/symptoms through the detection of a reli-
able and discernible biomarker. This model has been successfully
applied in the setting of epilepsy, in which focal epileptiform dis-
charges are sensed and terminated before the onset of a global
seizure [69].

4.2.1. Tourette syndrome
In Tourette's, the analysis of tic-related local field potentials

(LFPs) has yielded promising results for a tic biomarker. Indeed,
spontaneous tics were found to be preceded by repetitive and
coherent thalamocortical discharges in a study of three patients
with Tourette's [70]. These results were later corroborated by the
presence of a similar activity immediately before tic onset when
recording simultaneously from the thalamic centromedian-
parafascicular complex and precentral gyrus [71]. Additionally,
tic-associated oscillatory patterns have been reported from re-
cordings in the GPi. This activity was also observed during
Parkinsonian tremor, but not at rest or during voluntary movement,
suggesting that it may be more broadly associated with general
involuntary movement [72]. Building on these studies, the first
aDBS system in a patient with Tourette's was developed and
implanted [21]. DBS leads in the thalamic centromedian-
parafasicular complex were programmed to detect tic-associated
neuronal activity and stimulate accordingly, which ultimately
resulted in similar treatment efficacy and a 63.5 % improvement in
battery life when compared to cDBS.

4.2.2. OCD
LFP recordings have also yielded potential neuronal correlates

for obsessions and compulsions in OCD. Perioperative recordings in
the caudate nucleus demonstrated a higher frequency of neuronal
firing and increased inter-spike variability in OCD patients with
high obsession scores than in patients with low obsession scores
[73]. Looking at neuronal activity associated with compulsions
rather than obsessions, recordings in the bed nucleus of the stria
terminalis (BNST) were analyzed in a rat model of OCD [74]. During
compulsions, the authors found an increase in delta oscillations and
a decrease in gamma oscillations, whereas beta oscillations
increased following the cessation of compulsions.

4.2.3. PTSD
While there is undoubted promise in LFP biomarkers, less

invasive avenues should also be pursued. To this end, a method of
detecting emotion-related brain states by non-invasively
measuring skin conductance was developed [75]. This technique
may be of particular value in neuropsychiatric diseases such as
PTSD, in which flashbacks and nightmares of previous trauma
induce states of heightened arousal.
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4.2.4. Treatment-resistant depression
Autonomic effects have also been assessed as biomarkers of

post-operative response and efficacy of DBS for treatment-resistant
depression (TRD). Since depressive symptoms generally do not
occur in discrete episodes, reliable biomarkers of clinical efficacy
are important to program aDBS systems. Two studies [76,77] found
that tachycardia and increases in skin conductance observed
intraoperatively correlate with accurate lead placement (as
measured via tractography) and an improvement in symptoms.
Upon examining neural-oscillatory changes with electroencepha-
lography (EEG), it was found that frontal theta activity at 1-month
post-DBS predicted clinical responses at 6-months post-DBS [78].
Similarly, LFP recordings from the subgenual cingulate cortex (SCC)
in patients with major depression suggest that alpha activity in the
limbic system may be a signature of symptom severity [79]. These
quantifiable physiological changes could be employed in aDBS for
TRD.

Ultimately, continuous stimulation may fail to employ DBS to its
full potential. With a more considered and physiological approach
to neuromodulation, including precise temporal and spatial de-
livery, there is significant scope to improve the efficacy and effi-
ciency of DBS in the management of cognitive and psychiatric
disorders.
5. Possible future development

With further development, aDBS technology, characterized by
simultaneous recording and stimulation of brain structures, has the
potential to improve clinical practice. Programming, which is one of
the most challenging processes in a patient's management, could
benefit from aDBS0 ability to adjust DBS parameters according to a
patient's state automatically, thereby enabling either fully auto-
matic or partially supported programming procedures. In PD,
knowledge of the localization capability of endogenous STN
rhythms is extensive [80e83]. Appropriate algorithms or machine
learning programs could be designed to scan the STN region
through LFPs recorded from different electrode contacts, and then
to select the most appropriate according to known LFP patterns.
Additionally, LFP responses to different stimulation parameters
could be automatically scanned and used to suggest the best con-
figurations to the programming clinician, thus decreasing the
burden associated with programming. These possibilities are
particularly pertinent in the context of directional leads, which
further increase the complexity of programming as they add more
degrees of freedom to optimize settings. In addition, such a pro-
gramming support system could be applied remotely using a pa-
tient's remote control and telemonitoring. This would reduce the
need for frequent patient visits, increase the DBS center's catch-
ment area, and provide full support in emergencies and situations
that require social distancing.

Technological progress could also concern the driving bio-
markers and the characteristics of stimulation. For example, since
current biomarkers used for PD patients seems to be too simplistic
to explain cortical-subcortical dynamics [59], future efforts should
be focused on the ability to re-establish the physiological oscilla-
tory pattern within the network [58,84]. Nonetheless, possible
feedback variables currently under investigation include neuro-
chemical signals [14,85] and external variables such as surface
electromyography [15] or wearable accelerometers [16]. As for the
neurochemicals, despite this field is still in its infancy and the ev-
idence is quite weak, some promising results suggest the correla-
tion with PD symptoms [86,87]; as for external sensors, despite
being accurate in capturing symptoms such as tremor [11], dyski-
nesias [88], and freezing of gait [89], they are limited by their
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feasibility, since they require additional sensing equipment and
they might induce social burden.

Since any stimulation parameter and pattern could be adapted
in aDBS systems (at least theoretically), novel stimulation patterns
(e.g., square biphasic pulse, phasic burst stimulation) could be
studied to expand the therapeutic window and minimize
stimulation-induced adverse effects [90e93]. For example, varying
the pulse widths (<60 ms) has shown to improve clinical effects and
reduce stimulation-induced adverse effects such as dysarthria and
gait ataxia in essential tremor [94,95], or stimulation at different
frequencies has improved levodopa unresponsive freezing of gait in
PD patients [96].

In conclusion, a growing body of evidence suggests that aDBS
may be incorporated in clinical practice in the near future, with the
potential of bringing even more advances to the field of DBS. These
evidences need to be further confirmed in large-scale clinical
studies, that would allow to better understand clinical efficacy and
limitations of aDBS.
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